
DURABLE REAL WOOD PRODUCTS.          
  DECKING   CLADDING



In addition to our thermally modified ash 
and pine, Drift uses thermally modified 
spruce to create a stunning product with 
a 25+ year rot-resistance rating. 

Get the look of reclaimed 
wood without the unknowns, 
and with the unrivaled 
stability and rot-resistance 
of  Thermory products. 

Patience may be a virtue, but passion can make you restless. Drift gives you 
a headstart on getting the rustic, silver finish you’d otherwise have to wait 
years to achieve. Because you know what? Sometimes virtue is overrated.

Defying Convention

Our Rebel Series

CLADDING

DECKING

APPLICATIONS

SPRUCE

ASH

PINE

THERMALLY MODIFIED

Choose one of our 
standard colors or leave it 
natural (unoiled).

COLORING

*



Thermory Ash       CladdingThermory Spruce       Cladding

Platinum
 (Exterior)

Black Pearl
(Exterior)

Smoked Brandy 
(Interior)

*only for Natural Sandy Pearl 
(Interior)

Moonlight Rum 
(Exterior)

Brushed, 
oiled

Installation - 
nailing or 
60 mm 
screw

20 X 186 MM

20 X 211 MM*

CLADDING 

PROFILE: 

C15 (JEM) Brushed, 
oiled

Installation - 
nailing or 
60 mm 
screw

20 X 132 MM

CLADDING

PROFILE: 

C20 (JEM)

Gun Powder 
(Interior)

Natural – unoiled
(Interior & Exterior)

Silver Storm 
(Interior)

Our Rebel Series

Natural – unoiled
(Interior and 
Exterior)

*Drift comes in a number of colors. Choose one of our standard colors or leave it natural 
(unoiled). As the product ages, it will gradually transition to platinum grey, undergoing a 
truly unique aesthetic evolution.  

So go ahead. Unabashedly create the aesthetic you want (without sacrificing beauty or 
durability). We dare you.



Thermory Pine       Decking

Ocean Mist (Exterior)

26 X 140 MM DECKING - PROFILE: D4 SG
Brushed, oiled

Installation - PC hidden clip

26 X 140 MM DECKING - PROFILE: D4
Brushed, oiled

Installation - stainless steel screw

Thermory Ash       Decking

Moonlight Rum (Exterior)

20 X 132 MM DECKING - 

PROFILE: D4 SG2 (JEM)

20 X 132 MM DECKING - 

PROFILE: D4 (JEM)

Brushed, oiled

Installation - T-6 hidden clip

Brushed, oiled

Installation - stainless steel screw

Our Rebel Series



Unconventional aesthetic, 
unrivaled durability.
Drift uses the same thermal-modification process as our Benchmark 
series to create real wood that is modified to perfection, leaving no 
fiber unaltered. Then the wood is colored and textured to closely 
resemble reclaimed wood, giving you the best of both worlds. 
Choose from a number of colors that give the unique weathered 
appearance of aged wood.



Driven by 
innovation.
Thermory harbors a deep desire to create 
innovative solutions that offer unrivaled 
efficiency and beauty in wood. 

Our Rebel Series brings this desire to life. Drift 
was released at the international Thermory 
20th anniversary event in 2017. 

But we’re not stopping here. What’s next for 
Thermory and the Rebel Series? You’ll have to 
wait and see. 



Thermory.com
sales@thermory.com

DECKING     CLADDING
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http://www.thermory.com

